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Abstract—This paper proposes a distinct approach for the
modeling of a counterpoise. Instead of using either finite or
infinite transmission line modeling based on quasi-TEM
(transverse electromagnetic) wave propagation, a full-wave
modeling of a counterpoise is presented. Initially, it is
summarized the development of a full-wave model from the
solution of the integral equation to determine to propagation
constant, . One advantage of the full-wave modeling is related to
direct determination of the electromagnetic field in the
surrounding media. From the knowledge of  an equivalent
transmission line model is derived. Time-domain responses of the
ground potential rise are obtained using the Numerical Laplace
Transform.
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INTRODUCTION

A key element in the evaluation of the lightning
performance of any transmission circuit is the counterpoise.
The technical literature is rather large. The early works relied
on the data experimentally available data in the 1930s [1][2]
while the first theoretical approaches relied on simplified
expressions [3][4]. Since then there has been mainly to
approaches for dealing with a counterpoise. The first one
assumes that a counterpoise as a finite length transmission line
using the so-called cylindrical electrode [5]. The second one
relies in analyzing a counterpoise as a transmission line in
lossy media [6][7]. In either case, a quasi-TEM (Transverse
Electromagnetic) propagation is assumed. However, from a
more general approach, a full-wave modeling such as the work
proposed by Wait [8] using Hertz vectors or Kikuchi [9] using
electric scalar and magnetic vector potentials could be
preferable for a general assessment of lightning performance.
In this paper, we propose to use a full-wave model to
represent a counterpoise and it is structured as follows. Section
II outlines the basics of a full-wave model and how to
determine the modal equation used to calculated the
propagation constant. This section also presents the expressions
for the impedance and admittance per unit length (pul) s well as
the ones related to the propagation parameters, i.e.
characteristic impedance and propagation function) derived
from a full-wave model. In section III, we present some
frequency domain results associated with the full-wave
formulation of the counterpoise. For these and the following
tests we considered three possibilities for representation of the
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ground parameters, namely, a frequency independent ground
model considering both ground conductivity and permittivity
and two frequency dependent ground model based on [10][11].
Section IV outlines the time-domain responses based on
Numerical Laplace Transformation (NLT) formulation of the
problem. The main conclusions of the paper are presented in
section V and in Appendix A further details of the full-wave
formulation are presented.
II.

FULL-WAVE MODELLING

As shown in [12], the full-wave model presented here and
originally formulated by Wait in [8] leads to the same modal
equation as the model proposed by Kikuchi [9]. This model
was further improved in [13] to include conductor losses. In
Appendix A, we outline how one can connect both
approaches. An evaluation of a full-wave model for buried
bare and coated conductor in power engineering indicated that
the range of application of the quasi-TEM modeling is around
10 MHz [14].

Fig. 1. Conductor configuration

Initially consider a conductor at a constant depth in a lossy
medium as depicted in Fig. 1. Assuming an injected current
I  i0 exp( jt ) exp( z) where  is an unknown propagation
constant to be determined and medium 1 as ground. For a
generic point (x,y,z) in medium 1, the scalar electric potential
is given by
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It is worth mentioning that these expressions are slightly more
complex than those proposed by Sunde [16] as in this
reference only Hertz vector of electric type were considered.
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where u1     1   , u2     2   and R is given
by

 u2  u1   exp  u1  y  h  exp   j x  

d   
n 2 u1  u2
in (3) and (4) n   2 /  1 is the reflection index between the
two media.
The propagation constant  can be determined by
evaluating the electric field at the conductor coordinates, i.e.
E  r, h, z     r, h, z   j A  r, h, z  .
(5)
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In the evaluation of both Z and Y, only the terms zext and
yext are dependent on the propagation constant γ, and their
expressions are shown below
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B. modeling of a counterpoise
Consider the counterpoise shown in Fig.~2 where d is 6 m
and L 90 m. In this configuration, the counterpoise will
present two modes, one additive and one subtractive. In terms
of the actual voltage rise of the tower footing the main interest
lies in the additive mode as it is the mode responsible for a
current injection in the soil. As a result, we ended up with an
equivalent counterpoise given by a single electrode.
Furthermore, in practical configurations each conductor has a
distance at least one order the magnitude higher than its radius
enforcing the idea that a suitable single conductor might be
acceptable. However, future work is needed to evaluate
whether this assumption is sufficient and if there are some
other conditions that should be met to keep this
approximation.

where zint is the conductor internal impedance given by
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where μc and σc are the magnetic permeability and
conductivity of the conductor respectively, and I0 and I1 are
modified Bessel functions of the first kind, zero and first
order, respectively.  c  jc c is the propagation constant
of the conductor. The equation (6) is an integral equation in 
and its solution demands some care from the numerical point
of view, see [15] for details.
A. pul parameters
To define the propagation characteristics we must solve the
wave equation
d 2U
d 2I
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where I is the counterpoise cable current and U is the wire
voltage to ground given by
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The pul parameters are then given by



Fig. 2. Counterpoise configuration.

From the full-wave model of the buried cable, a singlephase frequency dependent transmission line will model each
counterpoise. Thus, the characteristic impedance, Yc, the
characteristic impedance Zc and the propagation function H
can be defined as follows
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where is the length of the counterpoise, Z and Y are defined
in the previous section.
Each counterpoise can be assembled as a single-phase line
following the structure below
I in   Yc  A 2Yc  B   VGR 
(12)
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and I in is the

injected current, VGR is the ground voltage rise and V f is the





voltage at the end of the counterpoise which is obtained by
solving (12) which leads to (13), thus the voltage rise at the
counterpoise sending end depends on both the characteristic
impedance and the propagation function.
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For the time-domain responses the Numerical Laplace
Transform (NLT) was used in the solution [17][18]. This
implied in solving the integral equation several times with is a
rather time-consuming task. Improvements on the numerical
evaluation might be gained if rational approximation of both
Yc and H are considered. This approach was used in [19] for
full-wave modeling of an insulated cable. Application of such
approach to a full-wave modeling of a counterpoise is left to
future work.
III.

The behavior of Y affects considerably the characteristic
impedance, Zc, and admittance Yc as shown in Fig. 5 and 6
respectively. Unlike Yc , the propagation function H presented
a very similar behavior for all three soil models considered as
it can be seen in Fig. 7.

Fig. 3. Magnitude of the impedance per unit length.

FREQUENCY DOMAIN ANALYSIS

Consider a counterpoise of length 90m buried at a depth
3
h=0.8m, with radius rc  3.9894 10 m. Three possible soil
configurations were considered. The first one is a frequency
independent soil model with  s  103 S/m and rs  10.0 thus
considering ground displacement currents. The second soil
model is based in [10] which leads to the following ground
propagation constant,  1 (ground is medium 1 in the present
formulation)
i
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where  0 S/m is the low frequency ground conductivity, and
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Fig. 4. Magnitude of the admittance per unit length.

Fig. 5. Magnitude of Characteristic Impedance

for the sake of comparison assumed to be  0   s ,
1  11.71 and i  0.706 . Third soil model considered was
proposed in [11], and  1 has the following expression

 1  j  s  j rs 0  
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and  0 is the same as before. Figures 3 and 4 depicts the
behavior of the magnitude of the impedance and admittance
pul for such counterpoise. Both parameters are rather smooth
functions of frequency, however as the magnitude of the
impedance was rather similar regardless of the soil model
used, the same cannot be said about the admittance which
presented a very distinct behavior as a function of the soil
model considered. In this and in the following figures the label
Conventional stands for the frequency independent model
using  s and rs as shown above, Portela stands for the model
based on (14) and Visacro is based on (15).
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Fig. 6. Magnitude of Characteristic Admittance

Fig. 7. Magnitude of Propagation Function

One interesting application of using a full-wave model is
related to the ability to evaluate the electric and magnetic field
associated with the counterpoise for a wide frequency range.

To illustrate this aspect consider a case where the injected
current is a unit step. Figure 8 depicts the absolute value of the
electric field for the same counterpoise as before but
considering different burial depths. The value of the electric
field as calculated as E 
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. The field is

evaluated at coordinates  0, h, 0  . It can be noticed that all
three models provide similar results up to 100 kHz. The
conventional approach gave a similar response to the model
based on (15), while the Portela’s model had a higher damping.
As the counterpoise presented a higher burial depth, the high
frequency behavior of the electric field tends to a constant
value. It is important to mention that the experimental data
used to develop both frequency dependent models is valid only
up to 2 MHz.

IV.

TIME DOMAIN RESPONSE

For the analysis of the time-domain response we consider an
injection of an impulse current at the sending-end of the
counterpoise modeled as a Heidler function, i.e.
t
n
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where I max  1.0 ,     e  2  1  , n=2, τ1=1.8 µs is the
 1 
rising time and τ2=95 µs , decreasing time. The total length of
the counterpoise and it is radius are the same as in the
previous section. The NLT was used considering 2048
frequency points. The Hanning filter was applied to avoid
aliasing the frequency samples. A total simulation time of
40 µs was considered.

(a)

Fig. 9. Ground Voltage rise at the sending ending of the counterpoise due to
impulse current injection.

(b)

(c)
Fig. 10. Voltage rise at the sending ending of the counterpoise due to impulse
current injection.

(d)
Fig. 8. Frequency Response of Electric Field considering distinct depths: a)
h=0.01m, b) h=0.1m, c) h=0.5m and d) h=0.7m.

The ground voltage rise VGR is shown in Fig. 9 below
considering the three types of soil modeling. It is interesting to
note the conventional soil modeling provide far more steep
responses than the ones found with frequency dependent
ground parameters. While the asymptotic value of the results
using frequency dependent soil models is rather similar, the
highest values are considerably different. In the case of the
voltage at the sending end of the counterpoise, Vf see Fig. 10,
it is noticed that both frequency dependent soil models provide
similar results with respect to maxima. All three models
provide different values for the tail response. The effect of the

inclusion of the frequency dependent soil model seems to
affect considerably the voltage rise time at the sending end.
V.

CONLUSIONS

The work focused on applying a full-wave modeling of a
counterpoise. The main advantage of this approach is to assess
the behavior of the voltage and current at the counterpoise as
well as the electromagnetic field in the surrounding media
without the limitation associated with the quasi-TEM
approximation. The main drawback of a full-wave model is
the need to solve an integral equation for every frequency to
determine the behavior of the propagation constant. This
procedure is very time-consuming. This presents a challenge
for a more efficient simulation in the frequency domain as
used in this paper. Numerical improvements might be obtained
if rational approximation are used in the fitting of the
propagation functions involved.
The evaluation of the propagation functions considered
three type of soil model. The results showed that the main
differences lies in behavior of the characteristic impedance (or
admittance) throughout the frequency range. One advantage of
the full-wave model is its ability to include the effect of the
displacement current in the ground, which are important in the
high frequency range, above hundreds of kHz.
The time-domain responses obtained showed that the
asymptotic behavior of the three soil models were similar
although noticeable differences appeared. As expected, the
frequency dependent soil models presented a higher damping
when compared with frequency independent soil model.
Future work is needed to assess the behavior of a more
realistic counterpoise configuration when the mutual coupling
between counterpoises is considered.
There is a need to obtain soil models suitable for
frequencies up to a few tenths of MHz to assess the behavior
of the modeling in the high frequency range.
APPENDIX A – FULL-WAVE FORMULATION
For this formulation, we consider two semi-infinite media
respectively named “1” and “2” as depicted in Fig 1. In
medium “1” there is a counterpoise conductor where the
injected current has the form I  I max exp( z  j t ) where γ
is the unknown propagation constant to be determined. The
electric and magnetic field in both media can be expressed by
two Hertz Vectors, one of the electric type, Π E and other of
the magnetic type, Π M . So the fields in media i are given
from
Ei      Π Ei  ji   Π M i



H i  ( i  j i )  Π Ei      Π M i
Both Hertz vectors have a single component in the direction of
propagation and its relation with vector potential in media i,
Ai, and electric scalar potential  i can be obtained by

Ai   (  j )Π Ei   ΠMi , i  .Π Ei  

Assuming the continuity of tangential components of E i and

H i is possible to obtain an expression for the electric field in
both media. In the first works on the matter [8][9], the modal
equation is found considering the electric field null at the
surface of the conductor but the inclusion of conductor losses
is straightforward, see [13].
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